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Materials and Methods 

DNA sequencing and assembly. We isolated high molecular weight DNA (HMW-

DNA) from a single female rhesus macaque (Coriell sample AG071017) of Indian origin 

using the MagAttract HMW-DNA Kit (Qiagen; manufacturer’s protocol) and generated 

45-fold paired-end whole-genome sequencing (WGS; 150 bp length) using the Illumina 

HiSeq X instrument. We mapped AG71017 Illumina data to Mmul_8.0.1 along with 133 

previously resequenced macaques (3) and identified single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) 

using standard Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) (39) best practices. We confirmed the 

Indian-origin identity of AG07107 by using 3D and 2D Principal Components Analysis 

(PCA) (Figs. 6A and S28). Also, a standard metaphase chromosomal spread of AG07107 

fibroblast cells was generated to confirm a normal karyotype (Fig. S29). We generated 

66-fold coverage of SMRT sequencing data using the PacBio RS II instrument (V2 

chemistry) for a total of 198 Gbp with an average subread length of 13,629 bp. SMRT 

sequences were error corrected (119 Gbp, 39.7X coverage and average length of 9,801 

bp) and assembled with FALCON-integrate version 1.7.5 using the following parameters: 

max_diff 120, max_cov 120, min_cov 1, min_seed_length 11, followed by contig base 

error correction with Quiver (40). We further corrected indel base errors by aligning 

AG07107 Illumina WGS using BWA-MEM version 0.7.10 and a custom FreeBayes-

based pipeline described in Kronenberg et al. (5). 

 

Assembly scaffolding and chromosome assignment. We applied an iterative 

procedure to scaffold error-corrected contigs and constructed a draft assembly. First, we 

generated a Bionano Saphyr physical map (Bionano Genomics) of AG07107 and then 

built a de novo hybrid scaffold structure using the Bionano Access software as previously 

described (41). Sequence merging tools (GRC) were used to merge any possible 

sequence overlaps, order and orient contigs, and identify possible misassemblies, all 

supported by Bionano data (42). Next, we adjusted assembly scaffold structure using 

AG07107 proximity ligation sequence data (Dovetail Genomics Hi-C) following the 

HiRise protocol (43). Hi-C libraries were constructed as described previously (44) to 

~30-fold coverage of Illumina paired-end reads (150 bp). We aligned the Hi-C data to the 

input assembly (hybrid scaffolds) with a modified version of SNAP (45) marking PCR 

duplicates with Novosort (http://www.novocraft.com/products/novosort/) and developed 

a likelihood model to guide assembly decisions related to breaking misjoins as well as 

joining and orienting contigs within scaffolds. Final gap closure steps were then applied 

to this Hi-C altered assembly structure (18).  

 

To assign highly contiguous scaffolds to individual chromosomes, we used the 

nucmer program in MUMmer4 (46) and performed genome-wide alignments using these 

parameters (-l 100 -c 200 run with both -mum and -maxmatch) to the Mmul_8.0.1 

reference as a guide. Secondary alignments to human (GRChg38.12) and Macaca 

fascicularis references (macFas5) were also considered. We manually investigated 

interchromosomal discrepancies and, if sufficient evidence allowed, sequence breaks 

were made to correct these assembly errors. We applied a series of evidence-based 

processes to finalize chromosome sequence order and orientation. By convention, 

chromosomes are typically represented and organized starting with their short arm. In 

http://www.novocraft.com/products/novosort/
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some chromosomes, an inversion or a centromere repositioning event may change the 

“cytogenetic” orientation of the chromosome. We note that this convention was not 

followed in the previous Mmul_8.0.1 assembly where chromosomes 1 (1), 2 (3), 4 (6), 10 

(20/22), 13 (2p) and 18 (18) (human phylogenetic group in parenthesis) are not 

represented in this way. In Mmul_10, however, we have corrected this so these 

chromosomes are in the opposite orientation with respect to Mmul_8.0.1. Whole-genome 

BLAST alignments using the BLAST parameters: blastn -best\_hit\_overhang 0.1 -

best\_hit\_score\_edge 0.1 -evalue 0.0001 -soft\_masking true -task megablast -

word\_size 28 were used to assess differences between Mmul_10 and Mmul_8.0.1 in 

completeness. This step is in conjunction with the use of the precomputed 

WindowMasker masked regions. The final assembled chromosomes are available through 

the GenBank assembly accession GCF_003339765.1. The Y chromosome was added for 

completeness and was based on an independent assembly of bacterial artificial 

chromosome (BAC) clones from a male macaque (19). 

 

Contiguity and directionality assessment. Regional changes in assembly 

directionality were detected using strand sequencing (Strand-seq) (47). Strand-seq is a 

single-cell sequencing technique able to track directionality of individual homologous 

chromosomes based on mapping short reads, which originate from single-stranded DNA, 

to a de novo assembly. First, we aligned Strand-seq libraries to both Mmul_8.0.1 and 

Mmul_10 macaque assemblies using BWA (version 0.7.15-r1140) with default settings. 

Duplicate reads and reads with low mapping quality value (QV < 10) were removed prior 

to our analysis and we selected 60 informative Strand-seq libraries. We used breakpointR 

(Bioconductor 3.10) to detect recurrent changes in read directionality by compiling short 

reads across all informative Strand-seq libraries. A regional change in directionality was 

detected as a switch in reads mapping to the plus strand (‘Crick’) or negative strand 

(‘Watson’) of a de novo assembly. We calculated the percentage of genes that overlap 

with the detected misassemblies in both Mmul reference assemblies based on UCSC 

Table Browser annotations (Ensembl genes – Mmul_8.0.1 and RefSeq genes – 

Mmul_10). We used Strand-seq data to interrogate potentially problematic regions, such 

as the KIR region where we aligned Strand-seq data specifically to the chromosome 19 

scaffold (CM014354.1) and visualized structural differences using breakpointR 

(Bioconductor 3.10) for all informative Strand-seq libraries (n = 60). All sequence 

resources used for computational tasks associated with de novo assembly, scaffolding, 

and genome accuracy assessments are available (Table S1).  

 

BAC-end sequence (BES) analysis. We mapped Sanger BES (CHORI-250) to the 

Mmul_10 assembly using MegaBLAST 2.2.9 and identified 60,015 BES that were 

concordant by predicted length of insert and orientation to the assembly. We identified 

104,238 SNV and 52,423 indel differences based on 51 Mbp of aligned sequences with a 

minimum PHRED ≥ 40 from the Sanger traces. 

 

Iso-Seq. Full-length cDNA was prepared and sequenced from various tissue sources 

(Table S12). For prefrontal cortex brain and testes, total RNA was isolated from a rhesus 

male (Oregon National Primate Research Center) euthanized at seven years of age. The 

male received no treatments and was healthy at the time of death. RNA was prepared 
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using the Qiagen AllPrep DNA/RNA/miRNA Universal Kit. In addition, mRNA was 

prepared from a macaque induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) line (48) and fetal brain 

material from developmental stage E80 somatosensory cortex, E100 parietal lobe, and 

E100 anterior cerebellum (California National Primate Research Center). For iPSCs and 

fetal brain, Iso-Seq library production and sequencing was performed as previously 

described (49) with the following modifications: samples were cDNA amplified using 

standard non-barcoded primers and optionally barcoded at the SMRTbell library step 

using barcoded adapter ligation. In lieu of strict size fractionation, size rebalancing was 

performed using sequential 0.4X/1X AMPure PB bead washes and repooling equal molar 

amounts of the two elutions. Samples were run on 10 total SMRT Cell 1Ms on the Sequel 

II platform. Prefrontal cortex brain and testes samples were processed with the Iso-Seq 

Express protocol (https://www.pacb.com/wp-content/uploads/Procedure-Checklist-Iso-

Seq-Express-Template-Preparation-for-Sequel-and-Sequel-II-Systems.pdf) and barcoded 

using barcoded adapters for pooling and sequencing on one SMRT Cell 8M on the Sequel 

II platform. Collected data was optionally demultiplexed, then analyzed with circular 

consensus sequencing (CCS) and the Iso-Seq analysis pipeline to generate full-length 

non-chimeric (FLNC) reads ensuring each has a poly-A tail, plus a single 3' and 5' primer 

signal for downstream analysis. Collected data was optionally demultiplexed with lima 

(demultiplex barcoding), then analyzed with CCS with a requirement of 1 minimum pass 

and at least 0.9 identity (--minPasses 1 --min-rq 0.9). The Iso-Seq analysis pipeline was 

used to generate FLNC reads ensuring each has a poly-A tail, plus a single 3' and 5' 

primer signal for downstream analysis. 

 

Gene annotation. We performed gene annotation with the Comparative Annotation 

Toolkit (CAT) (50). CAT leverages whole-genome alignments to transfer annotations 

from one source genome to one or more target genomes (51). CAT also runs 

AUGUSTUS (52) in both the comparative gene prediction mode (53) and in a single-

genome mode that utilizes Iso-Seq data to predict alternative isoforms. CAT then 

combines all of these annotation methods into a final consensus annotation set that 

represents orthology relationships as well as species-specific information. To confirm the 

CAT results, additional gene annotation for the Mmul_10 assembly was generated using 

standard NCBI (54) and Ensembl (55) pipelines, including masking of repeats prior to ab 

initio gene predictions, for evidence-supported gene-model building. All annotation 

processes used publicly available RNA-seq and Iso-Seq data from diverse tissue sources 

(Table S12) (20). We identified putative novel exons and splice junctions in the 

AugustusPB annotation set by using the Cactus alignment to project AugustusPB 

predictions back to human. Here, we define novel exons as those annotated in Mmul_10 

whose orthologous DNA in human is either partially or completely missing. We required 

that putative novel exon predictions be at least 30 bp long and have at least three 

supporting Iso-Seq reads.  

 

Segmental duplication analyses. To detect sequence-resolved SDs in the Mmul_10 

assembly, we applied the whole-genome analysis comparison (WGAC) method (36). 

This method detects duplications by generating pairwise alignments of ≥1 kbp at ≥90% 

sequence identity, excluding repeat-masked sequence (RepeatMasker 3.3.0 using the 

union of primate and mammal libraries). We also used excess read depth to identify 

https://www.pacb.com/wp-content/uploads/Procedure-Checklist-Iso-Seq-Express-Template-Preparation-for-Sequel-and-Sequel-II-Systems.pdf
https://www.pacb.com/wp-content/uploads/Procedure-Checklist-Iso-Seq-Express-Template-Preparation-for-Sequel-and-Sequel-II-Systems.pdf
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duplications not properly resolved in the assembled genomes where allelic and 

paralogous sequence reads had been inadvertently collapsed during the assembly process. 

PacBio continuous long reads were uniquely mapped to the assembly with BLASR (blasr 

$READS $ASM -sa $ASMSA -sdpTupleSize 13 -sdpMaxAnchorsPerPosition 10 -

maxMatch 25 -minMapQV 30 -bestn 2 -advanceExactMatches 15 -clipping subread –

sam). Assembly collapses were defined as regions >=15 kbp where sequence read depth 

exceeds the mean coverage by at least three standard deviations, calculated across 100 bp 

windows excluding the top and bottom five percent of read depth values (37). Windows 

with >75% RepeatMasker content were excluded in the 15 kbp length requirement.  

 

After detection of collapsed regions of the assembly, we applied Segmental 

Duplication Assembler (SDA) (26) to define paralogous sequence variants and 

correlation clustering to partition reads into groups corresponding to individual paralogs. 

The resulting SDA contigs were locally assembled with Canu (56), assessed for sequence 

read depth, and error corrected with Arrow. We annotated SDA-resolved contigs by 

mapping FLNC reads, obtained from rhesus macaque-derived iPSCs, brain, and testis 

from the Iso-Seq experiments. The higher accuracy of the contigs and FLNC reads 

allowed for duplicate genes to be ambiguously assigned to highly identical SDA contigs. 

We aligned FLNC reads separately to both the Mmul_10 assembly and the SDA-resolved 

contigs with minimap2 (57) and compared gap-compressed percent identity between the 

alignments for each read. We assigned gene names to each Iso-Seq read based on best 

alignment to GRCh38 RefSeq and CHESS 2.2 (58) annotations and performed a two-

sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the percent identity difference of alignments to SDA 

and the original assembly, grouped by SDA contig and gene. 

 

FISH validation of duplications. We selected 19 regions from Mmul_10 that 

showed evidence of collapsed SDs (Table S23); 17 out of 19 of the regions also showed 

evidence of SDs by WGAC (36). We tested each region by interphase and metaphase 

FISH on a female rhesus macaque lymphoblast cell line (Macaca mulatta, MMU1). We 

selected representative large-insert BACs (CHORI-250) based on mapping of BES data 

to MmuI_10 and selected only BACs where at least 40 kbp corresponded to the putative 

duplication. We examined SD distribution (intrachromosomal compared to 

interchromosomal) and the dispersal pattern (pericentromeric, subtelomeric and 

interstitial). One probe (CH250-489A14) mapping to chromosome 17p was selected as a 

negative control mapping to a unique region of the macaque genome and showed the 

expected single FISH signal. 

 

Repetitive sequence analyses. We analyzed and compared repeat content of 

macaque genomes using RepeatMasker (RepeatMasker-Open-4.0; accessed Nov 2019) 

and the Dfam 3.0 repeat library (59). We categorized common elements into broad types 

(DNA transposons, LTR transposons, non-LTR transposons), as well as more specific 

categories (e.g., LINE/L1, LINE/L2, etc.). We classified full-length mobile element 

insertions (MEIs) from RepeatMasker output using a customized python script. Next, we 

defined full-length Alu repeats within a start position of no less than 4 bp and an end 

position not shorter than 267 bp; full-length LINE-1 elements were ≥6000 bp. Then we 

extracted 600 bp of 5' and 3' flanking sequence and compared to other primate genomes 
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in a sequential BLAT (60): human (Homo sapiens; hg38) followed by the olive baboon 

(Papio anubis; Panu3.0; from NCBI). We determined lineage specificity by assessing 

presence or absence in the target genomes. 

 

We assigned lineage specific Alu and full-length LINE elements to subfamilies 

using COSEG (www.repeatmasker.org/COSEGDownload.html) for both Mmul_8.0.1 

and Mmul_10 genome assemblies. Briefly, full-length MEIs were aligned via crossmatch 

(www.phrap.org/phredphrapconsed.html) with the default settings to the AluY (61) and 3' 

end of the L1PA5 elements (59), respectively. COSEG was then used to group Alu 

subfamilies and determine subfamily structure. The middle A-rich region of the AluY 

subfamily consensus sequence was excluded from analysis when determining Alu 

subfamily assignment, whereas two or three subfamily-specific diagnostic mutations 

were used to distinguish Alu and LINE1 element subfamilies. We considered a distinct 

Alu or LINE1 subfamily as those with at least ten members and performed a network 

analysis of MEI subfamilies using Gephi (v0.9.1) (62) (Tables S24 and S25). For the Alu 

and LINE1 networks, we obtained Old World monkey (OWM) consensus sequences 

from Dfam 3.0 (59) and RepBase (63) as well as previously reported rhesus macaque 

subfamilies (64) to create an enhanced RepeatMasker library. We compared MEI content 

between Mmul_8.0.1 and Mmul_10 focusing on all LTR elements from RepeatMasker 

and full-length Alu and LINE1 elements obtained from the COSEG analysis. We applied 

the UCSC Genome Browser liftOver tool between the Mmul_10 and Mmul_8.0.1 

assemblies, and parsed these using a custom python script with additional follow up for 

sequences deleted in Mmul_8.0.1 but present in Mmul_10.  

 

Analysis of the 5' UTR OWM LINE1 elements. Primate-specific LINE1 families 

(L1PA) evolve in lineage-specific waves; old L1PA families are denoted with higher 

numbers (e.g., L1PA7, L1PA6), while L1PA5 was active in the human–rhesus common 

ancestor. L1RS (rhesus-specific) families evolved specifically within the OWM lineage 

after divergence from the humans (and are distinct from L1PA4 and younger L1 elements 

in apes). We compared L1RS RepeatMasker annotations for a variety of OWM genomes 

(macFas5, papAnu4, and rhiRox1) to annotations in the two Indian-origin macaque 

genome assemblies. We also used the youngest human L1PA element, L1HS (human-

specific L1s), hg38 annotations as an outgroup. Full-length elements (>6000 bp) of all 

L1_RS elements were extracted and aligned using BLAT to a consensus version of 

L1PA5 (ancestrally active at human–OWM divergence) on the UCSC Repeat Browser 

(65). We computed coverage tracks based on L1RS alignments noting drops in coverage 

most notably in the 5' UTR, demonstrating changes from the L1PA5 consensus (all L1RS 

elements are originally derived from L1PA5). These alignments can be viewed on the 

UCSC Repeat Browser: https://genome.ucsc.edu/s/jdf2001/L1RS. 

 

Whole-genome sequencing of rhesus research population. We received 

biomaterials (DNA, blood or tissue samples) from nine US rhesus macaque research 

colonies (Table S26) for the purpose of WGS. The samples include the study animal used 

for version Mmul_8.0.1 and AG07107 used for preparation of Mmul_10. Among those 

853 rhesus macaques, there were 810 rhesus macaques of Indian origin, 12 of Chinese 

origin, and 31 that were initially reported as Indian origin but were shown to be Chinese 

http://www.repeatmasker.org/COSEGDownload.html
http://www.phrap.org/phredphrapconsed.html
https://genome.ucsc.edu/s/jdf2001/L1RS
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rhesus based on WGS genotyping and PCA. When collaborating institutions provided 

EDTA-treated blood or tissue (generally brain, liver or spleen) for a given animal, DNA 

was purified using Puregene blood or tissue kits (Gentra). WGS was performed over an 

eight-year period. Consequently, as technology improved, the sequencing platforms used 

to generate next-generation sequencing reads for this dataset progressed as follows: 

Illumina HiSeq 2000, HiSeq Rapid 2500, HiSeq X, and NovaSeq platforms, generating 

2 X 100 bp or 2 X 150 bp paired-end reads, as is typical for each platform. All underlying 

sequence data have been deposited into GenBank (BioProject ID: PRJNA251548; Table 

S1). 

 

We used a compendium of best practices to call sequence variants (Fig. S30). First, 

BWA-MEM version 0.7.12 (66) was used to map all sequences to the Mmul_10 

reference, which also included the mitochondria genome (NC_005943.1) and had the 

pseudoautosomal region of chromosome Y masked. To identify reads potentially 

originating from a single fragment of DNA and mark them in the BAM files, we used 

Picard MarkDuplicates version 1.105. SNVs were then called using GATK version 

4.1.2.0 and a VCF file was generated. The hard filters suggested by the developers of 

GATK were applied to the SNVs and all failing SNVs were removed. We then used 

GATK VariantAnnotator to annotate SNVs applying AlleleBalance. SNVs with an allelic 

balance for heterozygous calls (ABHet=ref/(ref+alt)) ABHet < 0.2 or ABHet > 0.8 were 

removed. Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor (VEP) release 98 (67) was used to annotate 

the SNVs in the VCF file based on combined Ensembl and RefSeq gene annotations. The 

average sequencing coverage used for SNV genotype calls in the high-coverage samples 

(n = 769) was 33.59X and average sequencing read coverage for moderate coverage 

samples (n = 84) was 7.99X. 

 

PCA and admixture analyses. We performed PCA on all 853 genomes before and 

after linkage disequilibrium (LD) pruning of SNVs. Autosomal SNVs, excluding 

unplaced scaffolds, were filtered with Plink for missing call rates > 0.05 (--geno 0.05) 

and minor allele frequency < 0.1 (--maf 0.1) resulting in a dataset of 14,128,568 SNVs. 

Plink --pca was performed on this dataset to generate eigenvectors, and principal 

components 1-3 were plotted using the MATLAB scatter3 function. We applied 

ADMIXTURE (V1.23) to assess population structure in the macaque research colonies. 

For LD pruning, we removed related SNVs where r2 >= 0.2 using Plink (V1.90) reducing 

the number of segregating SNVs from 14,128,568 to 193,634. We performed cross-

validation experiments using ADMIXTURE to find the best fitting model, calculated Fst 

among groups with VCFtools v. 0.1.17 and organized populations based on a hierarchical 

clustering of pairwise Fst. Because the number of samples sequenced varied by research 

center, we randomly downsampled 68 individuals from the four largest sample sets 

(California National Primate Research Center [NPRC], Oregon NPRC, Tulane NPRC, 

and Wisconsin NPRC) to assess the effect of sample size differences. 

 

Genome diversity. We calculated diversity statistics for individual macaques and 

examined them in the context of the populations outlined in the 3D PCA plot of Fig. 6A-

B. We calculated genome-wide heterozygosity as heterozygous SNVs divided by 

ungapped autosomal assembly length (Fig. S17). We also provide estimates of inbreeding 
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coefficients (Fig. S18) and runs of homozygosity (ROH; Fig. S19) for Indian macaques 

across the defined research populations. We performed Welch two-sample t-tests 

comparing Cayo macaques to other Indian macaques (Table S27). Cayo samples show 

lower genetic diversity as measured by heterozygosity and higher levels of homozygosity 

as measured by the inbreeding coefficient and ROH. This is consistent with the longer 

period of time that the Cayo population has been reproductively isolated and suggests a 

genetic bottleneck has occurred. 

 

Linkage disequilibrium (LD). To address the extent of LD decay in macaque 

populations, we performed a preliminary analysis. We selected 411 unrelated Indian 

macaques and assessed the pattern of LD. We applied PopLDdecay (68) to calculate the 

correlation coefficient (r2) among pairwise SNVs and used the mean-bin method to plot 

the distance of LD decay among adjacent SNVs. As a comparison, we repeated the same 

analysis using human population data (399 African samples and 1 European sample). LD 

was estimated for pairwise SNVs within a window of 200 kbp. Among the Indian 

macaques, we estimate an average LD (r2 = 0.038) between SNVs and find that at an 

r2 = 0.1 the average distance between two SNVs is ~4.2 kbp (Fig. S20). This is in 

contrast to the human dataset where we observe an average LD (r2 = 0.03) and where we 

estimate the average distance is nearly ~10.1 kbp between two SNVs (when r2 = 0.1). 

(Fig. S20). Thus, LD overall appears to be decaying faster in rhesus macaque and 

extending further compared to a human subsampled population of Africans. 

 

Variant pathogenicity analysis. In order to assess the impact of variants in 

orthologous human genes, we projected the variants on the human genome (GRCh38). 

This was done by using the Picard LiftoverVcf tool with 

LIFTOVER_MIN_MATCH=0.95 and RECOVER_SWAPPED_REF_ALT=true, which 

means if the ALT allele equals the new REF allele then the REF and ALT alleles will be 

swapped, otherwise the SNV will be removed. Picard LiftoverVcf was performed 

reciprocally requiring that human sites must lift over back to original position on rhesus 

in order to be retained. A total of 67,917,330 SNVs (79.23% of all rhesus SNVs) 

reciprocally lifted over to human, including 9,876,720 SNVs where the REF and ALT 

were swapped in human relative to rhesus. For each gene, variants in the protein-coding 

regions of the gene (excluding UTRs and intronic regions) were extracted and classified 

as missense or likely gene-disruptive (LGD), adapting previous variant classification 

criteria (69). Missense variants alter the amino acid of the protein while LGD variants 

result in loss-of-function, and include stop-gain, start-lost, splice-donor or splice-acceptor 

variants. 

 

We focused on an assessment of macaque genetic variants among 187 genes where 

rare or de novo deleterious variants have been implicated with human 

neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs) (32), including autism (33). Variants were 

projected onto the human genome (GRCh38) using the Picard-based liftOver procedure 

outlined earlier and annotated using Ensembl VEP release 99 with the ‘Ensembl homo 

sapiens 99_GRCh38' database. SNVs were filtered to retain only those found in protein-

coding regions of genes as annotated in gene models from NCBI RefSeq Genes (update 

2019-12-06). This excludes intronic regions, UTRs, and noncoding genes such as 
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lincRNA. For each variant, transcript choice and variant effects were prioritized based 

on: 1) recurring biotype, 2) CCDS status, 3) variant rank, and 4) canonical transcripts 

(default order is:  

https://uswest.ensembl.org/info/docs/tools/vep/script/vep_other.html#pick_options) 

[./vep  -i (53) -o (56)  --cache --pick --pick_order biotype,ccds,rank,canonical  --

force_overwrite --vcf --fork 4]. These SNVs were then annotated for predicted 

pathogenicity using CADD (v1.4). Genes were binned by mutation tolerance measures 

(pLI, missenseZ, as per (69)) and normalized variant counts were estimated to reveal 

genes with high mutation intolerance in humans (pLI >= 0.9) harboring naturally 

occurring variants in macaques, some of which are predicted to be likely pathogenic in 

humans (CADD score >= 25). 

 

Structural variation. We performed structural variant (SV) comparisons between 

the Indian and Chinese macaques (20). Briefly, we applied PBSV (70), Sniffles (71), and 

Smartie-SV (5) to map Chinese and Indian macaque SVs to the human genome 

(GRCh38). 

 

 

Supplementary Text 

Assembly gap closure. For final gap closure we applied “merauder”, the gap-

closing module of meraculous (72), to close a subset of sequence gaps using AG07107 

WGS data. Following this step, we also applied a custom-based approach to close 

remaining gaps using AG07107 SMRT sequences. Specifically, these SMRT sequences 

were mapped against the HiRise assembly using minimap2 (57) and tagged all secondary 

alignments (option --secondary=yes). Next, we converted the alignment into its binary 

form (BAM file), sorted it by coordinates, and indexed it with SAMtools v1.7 (using 

htslib 1.8), (66). We filtered a subset of primary alignments with MAPQ > 20 to identify 

potentially closable gaps. We iterated over the identified gaps and selected a subset of 

alignments (minimum subset size = 2) that span the gap in flanking regions of 20 bp, both 

up and downstream. We extract the subreads of the alignments that mapped within these 

coordinates and we ran a sequence length agreement procedure for determining a 

consensus length of the subreads that will be used to close a specific gap since the length 

of these subreads may vary because of possible insertions, deletions, and soft-clippings 

generated during mapping. We aligned the resulting subset of reads with MUSCLE (73) 

and generated a consensus sequence. Finally, if the length of the consensus sequence 

(which includes the flanks) was smaller than twice the selected flank size (i.e., 40 bp), we 

considered the gap closed with no additional sequence and removed the gap. Otherwise, 

the “filled sequence” was used to update the genome. 

 

Assembly breakage and correction. The Macaca mulatta AG07107 assembly was 

aligned against the human reference (GRChg38.12), Macaca fascicularis (macFas5), and 

Macaca mulatta (Mmul_8.0.1) references using nucmer (46), and then we broke the 

assembly into 1,000 bp nonoverlapping segments using BLAT. Possible breakpoints, 

where at least 50 kbp of sequence aligned to a chromosome other than the primary 

chromosome for the remainder of the scaffold, or where at least 50 kbp of sequence 

aligned to a discontinuous location (>100 kbp apart from the neighboring segment), were 

https://uswest.ensembl.org/info/docs/tools/vep/script/vep_other.html#pick_options
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manually reviewed. Order and orientation were defined initially using the alignments to 

only the Macaca genomes. After creation of the chromosomal formatted files, 

chromosomal sequences were again aligned against GRChg38.12 and careful 

comparisons were made with the published mapping data (74) with any discrepancies 

subjected to manual review. Scaffolds with at least 100 kbp uniquely aligned were placed 

along the order/oriented chromosome. For those scaffolds with <100 kbp of sequence 

uniquely aligned, if at least 25 kbp uniquely aligned to a macaque or human chromosome 

and at least 80% of the unique placements were from the same macaque/human 

chromosome, the sequence was assigned to the appropriate chromosome. The remaining 

95 Mbp were considered unplaced. 

 

Strand-seq data analysis. High-quality Strand-seq single-cell libraries were 

obtained from a lymphoblast cell line derived from one macaque (Macaca mulatta, 

MMU1). The cells were maintained using standard culture conditions and 40 uM of BrdU 

was added to the media for 23 hours prior to sorting. Single cells were deposited into a 

96-well plate using the BD FACSMelody cell sorter and Strand-seq library construction 

was pursued for single cells following the protocol described by Sanders et al. (75). 

Libraries were sequenced on a NextSeq500 (MID-mode, 75 bp paired-end protocol), 

demultiplexed, and data aligned to GRCh38/hg20 (BWA 0.7.15). Low-quality libraries, 

such as those with high background reads, were excluded from analysis, and 61 high-

quality cells were obtained for inversion analysis. 

 

ncRNA classification. Our reported increase in the number of annotated ncRNAs is 

the result of improvements in Mmul_10 genome representation, additional RNA-seq and 

Iso-Seq evidence, and upgrades to the NCBI ncRNA annotation pipeline. In our study, 

we utilize the extensive NCBI gene annotation reports for each macaque assembly to 

show the improvements to ncRNA annotation. Unfortunately, we can’t distinguish which 

factor contributed most significantly to the improvements seen in the NCBI ncRNA 

annotation of Mmul_10. Nonetheless, we show these overall increases in the numbers of 

ncRNA for Mmul_10 versus Mmul_8.0.1 using the NCBI classifications in Table S8. In 

addition, we show better Mmul_10 ncRNA representation for the various ncRNA 

classifications, which suggests these are due to increased assembly quality since we use 

the alignments of the same human ncRNAs for both assemblies as part of the CAT 

pipeline (Table S9). Finally, we provide the sequence coordinates of each rhesus 

macaque ncRNA type by their location in Mmul_8.0.1 and Mmul_10 when aligned to 

human ncRNAs (Table S28).  

 

Quality assessment of the Mmul_10 MHC and KIR regions. MHC genotyping 

assays demonstrate that the MHC class I region of the AG07107 fibroblast line is 

homozygous for the Mamu-A004 haplotype, which contains a pair of functional Mamu-A 

genes (76) (77) (78). The Mmul_10 assembly provides an exceptionally accurate 

representation of this Mamu-A region, which is the most common haplotype in both 

Indian- and Chinese-origin rhesus macaques. Mmul_10 sequences for the Mamu-A and 

Mamu-A3 genes are nucleotide identical to genomic sequences characterized by multiple 

independent methods for the Mamu-A1*004:01:01 and Mamu-A4*14:03:01:01 alleles, 

respectively (Table S2). This pair of Mamu-A genes are separated by 117.5 kbp on 
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chromosome 4 and both are contained on a single rhesus macaque BAC (MMU063G23, 

Accession number AC148670.1). The Mmul_10 assembly is virtually identical over 

189,655 bp with this BAC sequence despite the fact that it was derived from a different 

individual, differing only by four SNVs and two short insertions of simple sequence 

repeat units (10). 

  

In contrast to the Mamu-A region, the Mamu-B region of the Mmul_10 assembly 

has been collapsed and includes gaps of 87 kbp and 46 kbp. AG07107 fibroblasts are 

heterozygous for the Mamu-B048 and Mamu-B055 haplotypes based on genotyping 

assays, each of which are expected to contain tandem arrays of 10 or more Mamu-B-like 

genes and pseudogenes (76) (77) (78). The Mmul_10 assembly contains six Mamu-B-like 

genes, including copies of Mamu-B*041:01:01:01 and Mamu-B*064:01:01:01 from the 

Mamu-B048 haplotype that are identical to cDNA and genomic sequences determined by 

independent methods (Table S2). Another pair of Mamu-B genes from the Mamu-B048 

haplotype (Mamu-B*054:nov01ps and Mamu-B*134:04:01:01) are present in the 

Mmul_10 assembly but these sequences contain 1 or 10 SNVs, respectively compared to 

expected genomic sequences from unrelated rhesus macaques (Table S2). The remaining 

pair of Mamu-B genes in Mmul_10 are pseudogenes (Mamu-B*061:nov01ps and Mamu-

B11L:01ps) that are associated with the alternate Mamu-B055 haplotype of AG07107. 

The bulk of the Mamu-B gene cluster that is expected for the Mamu-B055 haplotype of 

AG07107 cells resides on a 737,392 bp chromosome 4 unlocalized scaffold 

(NW_021160161) and a 172,297 bp unplaced genomic scaffold (NW_021162083). The 

NW_021160161 scaffold contains at least two functional genes (Mamu-B*052:01:01:01 

and Mamu-B*058:02:01:01) that are identical to expected genomic sequences (Table 

S2). In addition, this NW_021160161 scaffold contains at least seven more Mamu-B 

genes and pseudogenes with varying degrees of mismatches relative to expected 

sequences on both the B055 and B048 haplotypes. Likewise, the NW_021162083 

unplaced scaffold includes Mamu-B*055:01:01:01, which is identical to the expected 

genomic sequence plus another Mamu-B pseudogene. This unplaced scaffold appears to 

belong at least in part within the 170 kbp assembly gap of the NW_021160161 scaffold. 

One additional 32,498 bp unplaced genomic scaffold (NW_021161166) contains the gene 

Mamu-B*109:nov02 that also perfectly matches a genomic sequence expected for the 

Mamu-B048 haplotype. In total, nine of twenty MHC class I gene sequences in Mmul_10 

appear to be identical to allelic variants defined by independent methods (Table S2). 

Sequence variants between the remaining class I genes/pseudogenes and expected 

sequences resulting from chimeric assemblies as well as large gaps and multiple unplaced 

scaffolds illustrate the difficult challenges that remain for assembly of complex 

segmentally duplicated genomic regions such as the MHC even with the long-read 

PacBio approach used for Mmul_10. 

 

Review of the MHC class II region revealed that the majority of the classical loci in 

Mmul_10 also suffer from assembly artifacts that result in the collapsing of sequence 

reads from both alleles of these heterozygous loci into chimeric sequences for the 

primary chromosome 4 (NC_041757) assembly (Table S2). The Mamu-DRA locus 

appears to be an exception to this observation since the Mmul_10 coding sequence (CDS) 

is identical to a cDNA sequence for the Mamu-DRA*01:04:01 allele. The assembly 
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process was also nearly successful for the Mamu-DP region. In this case, the Mamu-

DPA1 CDS and Mamu-DPB1 CDS for NC_041757 only differs by SNVs relative to the 

coding sequences of the Mamu-DPA1*02:07:02 and Mamu-DPB1*06:07 alleles that 

were predicted by our MiSeq genotyping results with AG07107 DNA. In addition, there 

is another 85,793 bp unlocalized chromosome 4 genomic scaffold (NW_021160159) that 

contains Mamu-DPA1*02:04 and Mamu-DPB1*08:01 alleles, which are identical to the 

expected coding sequences (EF204947, EF362434) on the second Mamu-DP haplotype 

in AG07107 fibroblasts (Table S2). 

 

Observations regarding the quality of KIR genes on chromosome 19 in the 

Mmul_10 assembly are summarized in Table S3. The expected cluster with five KIR 

genes lies within the Leukocyte Receptor Complex from NC_041772: 54,503,383-

54,606,068 on chromosome 19 (21). Unexpectedly, an additional cluster with KIR genes 

has been placed 3.6 Mbp away at extreme telomeric end of chromosome 19 in the 

Mmul_10 assembly (NC_041772: 58,197,630-58,312,841. This tandem array of eight 

KIR genes is immediately distal of a 100 bp assembly gap and lies in an inverted 

transcriptional orientation relative to the KIR cluster in the Leukocyte Receptor Complex 

(Table S3). Designating this 118 kbp telomeric KIR cluster as a chromosome 19 

unlocalized genomic scaffold would have been more appropriate than the current 

artifactual fusion onto the end of chromosome 19. 

 

Seven of thirteen annotated Mamu-KIR genes in Mmul_10 have coding sequences 

that are identical to previously described KIR transcripts of rhesus macaques (79). 

Although few genomic Mamu-KIR sequences are available for comparison, a fosmid 

sequence (KT332856) from an independent rhesus macaque is completely identical to the 

KIR2DL4 gene of Mmul_10 (Table S3). Likewise, a BAC genomic sequence 

(BX842591.2) characterized by Sambrook and coworkers only differs from the Mmul_10 

KIR2DS4 gene by an SNV in a polyA tract (21). This same BAC also contains an allelic 

variant of the Mmul_10 KIR3DL2 gene that is 99.73% identical over 13,300 bp. Five of 

the six remaining Mmul_10 KIR genes differ by only one to ten SNVs over their coding 

regions compared to previously described Mamu-KIR alleles (Table S3). These may 

reflect chimeric assemblies that have collapsed closely related allelic variants or they 

could be novel allelic variants in AG07107 cells. Resolution of these possibilities will 

require targeted analyses of AG07107 cells such as those described recently by 

Bruijnsteijn and coworkers (79).  

 

Segmental duplication analyses. WGAC detected a total of 111.56 Mbp of 

assembled SDs in 7,626 nonredundant loci (>1 kbp and >90% sequence identity). There 

are in total 44,410 pairwise alignments between duplications, but only 9,476 pairs with 

both loci assigned to chromosomes (Fig. S10). Of the 9,476 SDs assigned to 

chromosomes, 6,372 were interchromosomal, and an additional 755 were 

intrachromosomal but separated by at least 1 Mbp. The 111 Mbp of assembled SDs is a 

>3-fold improvement compared to WGAC analysis of the previous Sanger-based Macaca 

mulatta assembly which identified just 32 Mbp of assembled SDs (2). 
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Sequence orientation. The SDA method, which relies on the alignment of raw 

sequencing reads to the assembly to find regions of increased alignment depth, detected 

276 regions of collapsed assembly, for a total of 9.1 Mbp (N50 = 36.2 kbp). Of those 9.1 

Mbp, 5.5 Mbp (60%) are assignable to assembled chromosomes, with the remainder on 

unplaced or unlocalized contigs (Table 1). Compared to the WGAC-identified assembled 

SDs, only 5.8 Mbp overlap, corresponding to collapsed assemblies that do not fully 

represent each locus of the duplications. SDA recovers an additional 19.1 Mbp of 

resolved sequence (N50 = 37.4 kbp) from the 9.1 Mbp of collapsed assembly. For 

example, SDA resolved two collapses within the MHC class I region, which is expanded 

in OWMs. Application of SDA to the two collapses (24.3 and 84.7 kbp) produced six 

resolved contigs of size 34.5-107.2 kbp. Each SDA contig aligned with higher percent 

sequence identity (0.2%-1.2% absolute improvement) to a BAC tiling path, considered 

the standard for the rhesus macaque MHC region, over the locus from another Indian 

origin Macaca mulatta individual (10). The ZNF669 gene family is expanded to 

approximately 50 copies in Macaca mulatta, as measured by qPCR and NanoString (80) 

and SDA identifies nine assembly collapses (20-92 kbp) corresponding to representations 

of ZNF669 genes in the Mmul_10 assembly. SDA assembles 53 contigs from these 

collapses, producing an additional 1.9 Mbp of assembled sequence (N50 = 36.5 kbp). 

Four of these contigs are better representations of transcribed members of the ZNF669 

family, as demonstrated by improved alignment of full-length cDNA sequences 

compared to the original Mmul_10 assembly (Fig. 3).  

 

FISH validation. In Fig. S2, we describe reiterative BAC clone mapping 

experiments to validate inversion locations (Table S29). Our FISH results confirm an 

increase in intrachromosomal duplications and specifically pericentromeric mapping. At 

this time, we cannot exclude a possible sampling bias in the clone region selection that 

increased the call for pericentromeric regions.  

 

Repetitive element analyses. The repeat content of the rhesus macaque assemblies 

Mmul_8.0.1 and Mmul_10 were analyzed using a local installation of RepeatMasker with 

the most recent Dfam3 library. The raw output was parsed using Excel into broad 

categories (DNA transposons, LTR transposons, non-LTR transposons) and more 

specific categories (e.g., LINE/L1, LINE/L2, etc.; Database S1, worksheet “Repeat 

content”).  

 

Lineage-specific Alu elements. As another measure of sequence assembly quality, 

we computationally compared the rhesus macaque assemblies Mmul_8.0.1 and Mmul_10 

for Alu element content. The assemblies had comparable numbers of total Alu elements 

(1,312,984 vs. 1,248,216) in Mmul_8.0.1 and Mmul_10 as well as non-truncated, full-

length, Alu family members (820,192 vs. 818,508) (Database S1, worksheet “Lineage-

specific Alu counts”). The slightly lower numbers of total Alu elements in addition to 

full-length Alu repeats in the Mmul_10 assembly is presumably a direct result of a higher 

quality assembly with considerably less elements ending up at the end of contigs and 

effectively being counted multiple times. 
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We also performed a sequential comparison of the numbers of lineage-specific Alu 

repeats within each assembly by stepwise comparison to previously sequenced primate 

genomes, first by comparison to human (Homo sapiens; hg38) followed by the olive 

baboon (Papio anubis; Panu3.0) (Database S1, worksheet “lineage-specific Alu counts”). 

These results were used for the COSEG 

(https://github.com/rmhubley/coseg/blob/master/README.md) analyses of lineage-

specific Alu subfamilies. Next, the stepwise comparison for lineage specificity included 

all OWM genomes currently available from NCBI. Using this approach, once again the 

Mmul_8.0.1 assembly tended to have slightly higher counts of lineage-specific Alu 

repeats when compared to the new Mmul_10 assembly consistent with the total counts of 

Alu repeats within each assembly (Database S1, worksheet “lineage-specific Alu 

counts”).  

 

Alu element subfamily analysis. In order to determine the mode and tempo of Alu 

element expansion within the macaque lineage, we performed a COSEG analysis of the 

lineage-specific Alu repeats identified in each assembly. This type of approach is a 

measure of the numbers of retrotransposition competent Alu elements as well as their 

duplication efficiencies. The overall numbers of lineage-specific Alu elements were 

comparable with a slight decrease in the Mmul_10 assembly as compared to Mmul_8.0.1, 

and the number of propagating Alu subfamilies was also similar between Mmul_10 (105 

subfamilies) and Mmul_8.0.1 (110 subfamilies). A network analysis of all subfamilies of 

Alu elements identified by COSEG was created by uploading the source and target 

subfamily information into Gephi (v0.9.1) (Table S24). A GEPHI image of the 

subfamilies in the Mmul_8.0.1 assembly is shown in Fig. S12A-B. There are two notable 

differences between the Alu networks of the two assemblies. The first is the separation of 

the blue nodes in Mmul_8.0.1. that show a mixture of AluYRd and AluYm1, while in the 

Mmul_10 assembly there is a clear separation of the AluYRd and AluYm1 derived 

subfamilies into separate bursts. The second is the difference in connectivity of the two 

networks. In the Mmul_8.0.1 network AluYRc, AluYm, AluYk and AluYf nodes (green) 

are connected to the AluMacYa3 nodes (purple), while in the Mmul_10 network there is 

a connection of the AluYRc, AluYm, AluYk and AluYf nodes to the AluYRd nodes 

(light blue burst centered around subfamily1). The increase in the number of different Alu 

subfamilies propagating in the newer assembly is another indicator that the sequence, 

assembly, and repetitive element libraries are all higher quality than Mmul_8.0.1 making 

the identification of subfamilies considerably less ambiguous and the resultant network 

better consolidated. The ancestral subfamily root for both sets of lineage-specific Alu 

subfamilies was determined using an in-house RepeatMasker library (Database Repeat 

Sequences). These results are available in Database S1, worksheet “COSEG Alu 

subfamilies RM”. The Alu subfamily consensus sequences identified in this study (110 

from Mmul_10 and 105 from Mmul_8.0.1) are available in FASTA format (Database 

Repeat Sequences).  

 

Full-length LINE1 elements. The final comparison that we made was to determine 

the overall number of full-length L1 elements contained within each genome assembly. 

The number of full-length L1 elements provides an upper boundary on the number of 

germline L1 elements that are potentially retrotransposition competent. Because of their 

https://github.com/rmhubley/coseg/blob/master/README.md
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overall size, it is also a good measure of the sequence assembly quality. The number of 

full-length (≥6000 bp) L1 elements in the Mmul_10 assembly (6,892 L1 insertions) is 

nearly twice that of the Mmul_8.0.1 assembly (4,380 L1 insertions) (Table S16). Because 

they are 6 kbp in length, these elements often end up at the end of contigs in short 

sequence read assemblies and are inadvertently over counted in total and under counted 

as full length as a result. Such a large difference in full-length L1 element count is a good 

measure of the higher quality of the new Mmul_10 assembly. This number is also 

consistent with other previously sequenced primate genomes. Complete sequences for the 

full-length L1 sequences identified from both assemblies in this study are available in 

FASTA format (Database Repeat Sequences). 

 

LINE1 element subfamily analysis. In order to determine the mode and tempo of 

L1 element expansion within the macaque lineage, we performed a COSEG analysis of 

the full-length L1 repeats identified in each assembly. This type of approach is a measure 

of the numbers of retrotransposition competent L1 elements as well as their duplication 

efficiencies. A network analysis of all subfamilies of L1 elements identified by COSEG 

was created by uploading the source and target subfamily information into GEPHI 

(v0.9.1) (62). A GEPHI image of the L1 subfamilies in the Mmul_8.0.1 and Mmul_10 

assemblies appears in Fig. 4A-B. The branching and clustering patterns (as seen in Fig. 

4A-B via color-coding) are similar in both assemblies. However, there is a change in 

distribution of the number of L1 elements in each the colored clusters, with an increase in 

the amount of younger L1 subfamilies in the Mmul_10 to the Mmul_8.0.1 assembly. The 

ancestral root for both sets of full-length L1 subfamilies was determined using an in-

house RepeatMasker library. These results are available in Database S1, worksheet 

“COSEG LINE1 subfamilies RM”. The L1 Alu subfamily consensus sequences identified 

in this study (58 from Mmul_10 and 61 from Mmul_8.0.1) are available in FASTA 

format (Database Repeat Sequences). 

 

Assembly liftOver differences. To determine the differences between the two 

Indian rhesus assemblies, three categories of repetitive elements (Alu, L1 and LTR/ERV) 

were analyzed via liftOver. For L1 elements, 4,959 of 6,892 full-length L1 elements were 

successfully lifted from Mmul_10 to Mmul_8.0.1, while 1,933 failed liftOver. Of the 

failed L1 insertions, 97 of these were deleted or entirely absent from the Mmul_8.0.1 

assembly, while 35 were partially deleted and 1,801 were split in the Mmul_8.0.1 

genome. Of the 97 L1 elements absent in the Mmul_8.0.1 assembly, 65% were found on 

unassembled chromosomes, while 25% were found on chromosomes 3, 4, 14 and 19. The 

split insertions explain the lower number of full-length elements found in the Mmul_8.0.1 

assembly compared to the Mmul_10 assembly (6,892 vs. 4,380). These results are 

available in Database S1, worksheet “L1 10 to 8 liftOver failed”. 

 

Although the majority of the L1 insertions were successfully lifted, there were 

differences between the location in the Mmul_8.0.1 assembly and Mmul_10 assembly. 

There were 4,959 full-length L1 elements with a successful liftOver between Mmul_8.0.1 

and Mmul_10. Of these, 363 (7.3%) were found on a different chromosome in Mmul_10 

compared to their location in the Mmul_8.0.1 assembly (Fig. 4C). Not surprisingly, many 

that were on unplaced chromosomes in Mmul_8.0.1 were now placed on chromosomes in 
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Mmul_10 (n = 92), as previously observed for Alu and LTR elements (Fig. 4D; Figs. S12 

and S13). The X/Y chromosomes (N = 40/42) were the next largest source of differences, 

followed by chr11 with 36 L1 elements located on different chromosomes in Mmul_10. 

 

For the Alu elements, 761,536 of the 818,508 full-length Alu insertions successfully 

lifted from the Mmul_10 to the Mmul_8.0.1 assembly; 20,970 of the 56,972 that failed 

were completely deleted from the Mmul_8.0.1 assembly compared to Mmul_10. These 

deleted Alu insertions were relatively evenly distributed among all of the placed 

chromosomes, with chromosomes 19 and 18 as notable exceptions (10% and 7%, 

respectively). These results are available in Database S1, worksheet “Alu 10 to 8 liftover 

failed”. 

 

Although the majority of the Alu insertions were successfully lifted, there were 

differences between the location in the Mmul_8.0.1 and Mmul_10 assemblies. The 

number of full-length Alu elements with successful liftOver between Mmul_8.0.1 and 

Mmul_10 was 761,536. While the chromosomal locations between assemblies were 

largely congruent, there were some discrepancies. The greatest differences were Alu 

elements on unplaced chromosomes in Mmul_8.0.1 (n = 8,291) that are now placed on 

chromosomes in Mmul_10, distributed throughout the genome (Fig. S12D). The next 

largest difference was chr2 with 1,591 Alu elements located on different chromosomes in 

Mmul_10 (Fig. S12C). This is due to most of them (n = 1,299) now being located on 

chr12 in the Mmul_10 assembly. 

 

All elements from the RepeatMasker output that were identified as LTR/ERV were 

subject to the liftOver analysis. We found 706,177 of the total 732,024 sequences 

successfully lifted over from the Mmul_10 to the Mmul_8.0.1 assembly. A total of 

17,353 LTR/ERV insertions present in the Mmul_10 assembly were entirely absent from 

Mmul_8.0.1. Because all LTR/ERV insertions were considered, the deleted insertions 

that failed to liftOver were further filtered by length. The majority of the deleted liftOver 

insertions were less than 1,000 bp and/or found on unplaced scaffolds. Only 10 LTR 

elements were greater than 7,000 bp, with only three of these on identified chromosomes. 

These results are available in Database S1, worksheet “LTR 10 to 8 liftover failed”.  

 

Although the majority of the LTR insertions were successfully lifted, there were 

differences between the location in the Mmul_8.0.1 assembly and Mmul_10 assembly. 

The number of LTR elements of all sizes with successful liftOver between Mmul_8.0.1 

and Mmul_10 was 706,177. Of these, 11,627 (1.65%) were found on a different 

chromosome in Mmul_10 compared to their location in the Mmul_8.0.1 assembly (Fig. 

S13A). Not surprisingly, many that were on unplaced chromosomes in Mmul_8.0.1 were 

now placed on chromosomes in Mmul_10 (n = 7,430) (Fig. S13B). The next largest 

source of differences was chr2 with 1,647 LTR elements located on different 

chromosomes in Mmul_10 (Fig. 13A). This is due to most of them (n = 1,476) now being 

located on chr12 in Mmul_10 (Fig. S13C). This is the single largest 1:1 chromosome 

shift and was also observed with the Alu elements lifted. The next largest group is from 

chr4 in Mmul_8.0.1 to chr7 in Mmul_10 (n = 142). This number was n = 68 for Alu and 

not as pronounced. 
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Only 200 of these LTR elements are >7 kbp long based on Mmul_10 coordinates. 

The Mmul_8.0.1 chromosome was the same as Mmul_10 in 134 cases (only 67%, 

compared to over 98% when LTR length is not considered). The unplaced chromosome 

in Mmul_8.0.1 was the source of only five differences, whereas Mmul_8.0.1 

chromosome 5 had n = 17, chromosome 12 had n = 12, and Y chromosome had n = 18 

LTR elements >7 kbp placed to different chromosomes in Mmul_10. Many of the 200 

over 7 kbp are MacERV-derived elements. 

 

The “split” liftOver failure category for all three repetitive groups analyzed here 

indicates that Mmul_10 is a less fragmented assembly with the potential to obtain more 

full-length repetitive elements. In addition, this new assembly allows for the study of 

previously unobtainable transposable element insertion copies. 

 

Full-length L1RS reveals evidence of an evolutionary arms race. Previous 

analyses of the rhesus macaque genome have identified rhesus-specific L1 retroelements 

derived from the primate-specific L1PA family, which are the active LINE1 subfamilies 

in primates. Classification of these elements is made using sequence similarity of the 3' 

ends. However, the 5' UTRs of these selfish elements are targeted by host factors that 

repress their transcription, most notably the KZNF proteins, which have greatly expanded 

across the primate lineage. By utilizing the UCSC Repeat Browser and mapping full-

length rhesus-specific elements to the human L1PA5 consensus sequence (L1PA5 was 

active at the time of the human–rhesus divergence), we were able to identify rhesus-

specific deletion patterns that accrue and persist in these L1 elements. Using these 

deletion patterns, we propose an order of evolution for the families identified by their 3' 

sequence. Our model suggests that after the human–rhesus divergence, at least three 

different regions of the L1RS 5' UTR experienced deletions, possibly to evade the 

binding of rhesus-specific KZNFs. Analysis of L1RS elements in the genomes of other 

OWMs supports the model that these sites experience adaptive selection, as all species 

display coverage drops in younger elements, although the size of the deletion varies 

suggesting that evasion events occurred independently along the phylogenetic tree. 

Importantly, two of these three sites overlap deletions also observed in active human-

specific L1s, suggesting that KZNF being escaped is shared amongst humans and rhesus 

macaque. The third site is not deleted in human elements, suggesting that this event was 

specific to OWMs. In addition, the 3' end of L1RS also experiences continued variation 

in L1RS elements at a site proximal to an established binding site of the repressive factor 

BCOR in human cells. 
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Fig. S1. Synteny comparison of Mmul_10 to the assembled chromosomes of other 

rhesus macaque assemblies for contig gaps. Alignments (in blue) of (A) Mmul_10 (x-

axis) against Mmul_8.0.1 (y-axis), (B) Mmul_10 (x-axis) against rheMacS_1.0 (y-axis), 

and (C) Mmul_10 (x-axis) against macFas_5.0 (y-axis) assemblies. Contig gaps in each 

macaque assembly comparison are shown in red and for Mmul_10 are shown in purple.  
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Fig. S2. Comparative analysis of a rhesus macaque chromosome 13 inversion. 

(A) Mmul_10 aligned against Mmul_8.0.1 reveals a possible inversion contained within a 

single scaffold in Mmul_10; contig gaps in Mmul_8.0.1 are shown as red dots along the 

y-axis and contig gaps in Mmul_10 are shown as purple lines along the x-axis. Each dot 

in the alignment plot represents 1 kbp of uniquely aligned sequence. (B) The alignment 

of Mmul_10 to GRChg38.12 also reveals a potential inversion. (C) Inversion revealed by 

comparative mapping data obtained by reiterative FISH experiments using specific 

human BAC clones (Table S29). In alphabetical order, (A-B) represent the syntenic 

orientation of the homologous blocks between human and macaque. Ancestral 

centromere A and evolutionary new centromere (N) are documented 

(http://www.biologia.uniba.it/macaque/). The macFas_5.0 alignment (Fig. S1C) reveals 

the same order between Mmul_10 and macFas_5.0 chromosome 13 showing the 

existence of the inversion also in macFas_5.0 with respect to the human genome. 

http://www.biologia.uniba.it/macaque/
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A      B 

 

Fig. S3. Chromosome 2 inversions in Mmul_8.0.1 with respect to Mmul_10. 

(A) Alignment of Mmul_8.0.1 to Mmul_10 showing the inversion. Spanning BACs as 

well as Strand-seq data confirm the Mmul_10 assembly sequence order and (B) 

alignment with the macFas_5.0 assembly confirms the Mmul_10 assembly order. 
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Fig. S4. Strand-seq coverage over KIR region on chromosome 19 (CM014354.1). 

Along the x-axis we plot cumulative coverage across all Strand-seq libraries (n = 60). 

Reads mapped to the Crick (plus strand) and Watson (minus strand) direction of the 

reference genome are shown in teal and orange, respectively. Vertical dashed lines 

highlight our region of interest (in the middle).  
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Fig. S5. Strand-seq coverage over KIR region on chromosome 19 (CM014356.1). In 

this figure three different single cells are shown along with their distribution of Crick 

(plus - teal) and Watson (minus - orange) reads along the chromosomal scaffold 

CM014356.1. Each vertical bar represents a number of Watson or Crick reads in a 

defined genomic bin of size 200 kbp. Black vertical lines denote changes in strand 

directionality along chromosomal scaffold CM014356.1. At the end of chromosomal 

scaffold CM014356.1 there is a recurrent change in read directionality. We mark this 

change as chimerism, as it is unlikely to see such change in directionality over the same 

genomic region in multiple single cells. 
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Fig. S6. TransMap and Iso-Seq mappability in Mmul_10 compared to Mmul_8.0.1. 

Comparative Annotation Toolkit (CAT) was used to project transcripts from GRCh38 to 

Mmul_10 and Mmul_8.0.1. Alignment coverage and identity were compared for 

orthologous transcripts found in each assembly pair. Additionally, Iso-Seq transcripts 

were mapped to both Mmul_10 and Mmul_8.0.1. (A) The box plots show the percentage 

change in identity and coverage of the TransMap alignments (left, middle), and coverage 

of Iso-Seq alignments (right) between Mmul_10 and Mmul_8.0.1. Transcripts with 

unchanged metrics were omitted from the plot. (B) Number of Iso-Seq transcripts that 

had changes in coverage between the assemblies. (C,D) Number of TransMap transcripts 

that had changes in coverage and identity between Mmul_10 and Mmul_8.0.1. 
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Fig. S7. Novel exons in rhesus macaque. (A) A rhesus-specific insertion of 64 bp in the 

macaque genome leads to a slightly different exon structure in MYO3A. The new isoform 

is supported by Iso-Seq in various tissue types. Despite the different exon boundaries, the 

final protein sequence is relatively unchanged, except a couple amino acid substitutions 

(affected portion of the protein highlighted in yellow). (B) In one isoform of GAS8, a 
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novel exon causes a predicted frameshift in downstream exons, resulting in an early stop 

codon. This isoform only has evidence of expression in Iso-Seq from testes tissue, where 

it is alternatively spliced. The alignment of predicted protein sequences demonstrates the 

frameshift. (C) A rhesus-specific 6,250 bp insertion introduces a novel exon to one of the 

DCHS2 isoforms. The new isoform is supported by Iso-Seq in testes tissue, where it is 

alternatively spliced. However, the Iso-Seq transcripts do not support the exact isoforms 

predicted in the CAT annotation; rather than an exon skipping event, the novel exon 

appears to be an alternative starting exon of the gene. A protein alignment with many 

other primates is shown. 
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Fig. S8. Macaque segmental duplication length distribution. The number of aligned 

bases of detected SDs (WGAC) based on the length of alignment: with (A) and without 

(B) unplaced contigs. Red shows alignments between regions on the same chromosome. 

Teal shows alignments between regions on different chromosomes (defined as 

interchromosomal). 
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Fig. S9. Macaque segmental duplication percent identity distribution. Aligned bases 

of duplicated regions by percent identity: with (A) and without (B) unplaced contigs. 

Duplications between non-homologous (red) and within (teal) homologous chromosomes 

are shown.  
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Fig. S10. Genome-wide distribution of segmental duplications. SDs were identified 

with WGAC. Red lines represent interchromosomal duplications, and blue ticks represent 

intrachromosomal duplications. (A) Only SDs ≥10 kbp and 95% identical assigned to 

chromosomes are shown. (B) Only SDs ≥10 kbp and 98% identical are shown. We are 

not depicting the 2,916 individual unassigned contigs (117 Mbp) but instead project all 

SDs to a single location labelled here as “QNV”. 
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Fig. S11. Resolution and annotation of a collapsed segmental duplication of NXF2. 

(A) The X chromosome of Mmul_10 contains a collapsed duplication corresponding to 

the Nuclear RNA Export Factor 2 (NXF2) locus, as identified by increased read depth. 

SDA resolves a phased copy of this locus that extends into an assembly gap, better 

representing the extent of NXF2 based on mapping of Iso-Seq transcripts. A macaque 

BAC, CH250-98J20, spans the duplicated NXF2 locus. (B) Comparison of alignment 

percent identity between Mmul_10 and the alternate SDA contig demonstrates improved 

alignment of NXF2 Iso-Seq transcripts. Transcripts that are <90% aligned to a contig are 

scored as 0% identity, producing the preponderance of 100% differential percent identity 

transcripts, as the SDA contig extends into the assembly gap to more fully represent 

NXF2. (C) Interphase FISH image of CH250-98J20 containing the NXF2 duplication 

(red) compared to single-copy clone, with single-copy clone CH250-436N5 (green) for 

comparison. (D) Metaphase FISH image of CH250-98J20 hybridized to chromosome X 

demonstrates the interstitial intrachromosomal duplication on the q arm of chromosome 

X. 
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Fig. S12. Full-length Alu Macaca mulatta analysis. (A) Mmul_8.0.1 network schematic 

of the 110 Alu subfamilies. (B) Mmul_10 network schematic of the 105 Alu subfamilies 

produced via COSEG and generated in GEPHI. Related subfamilies are clustered 

together and connected by lines, and all branch out from the central node labeled with 

subfamily 0 in purple. The two bursts of purple nodes are primarily AluMacYa3-derived 

subfamilies and blue nodes are AluYRd- or AluYm1-derived subfamilies. Note: in (B) the 

light blue nodes centered around subfamily1 are AluYd2, while the light blue nodes 

centered around subfamily16 are AluYm1-derived subfamilies, similar to the Mmul_8.0.1 

analysis but split into two separate bursts. The green nodes are a mixture of AluYRc, 

AluYm1, AluYk and AluYf. Line length between subfamilies is not indicative of number 

of mutations or evolutionary time between subfamilies. (C) The x-axis shows each 

chromosome in Mmu_8.0.1 that contained Alu elements that post liftOver were found on 

a different chromosome in Mmul_10. The stacked colors above each Mmu_8.0.1 

chromosome represent the liftOver Mmul_10 chromosome in consecutive order: chr1 to 

chrX from bottom to top. Note the striking redistribution of Alu elements from chr2 in 

Mmul_8.0.1 to chr12 in Mmul_10, as shown in dark green. (D) Alu elements on unplaced 

chromosomes (Un) in Mmu_8.0.1 (n = 8,291) are now on placed chromosomes in 

Mmul_10, distributed across all chromosomes.  
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Fig. S13. LTR Mmul_10 to Mmul_8.0.1 liftOver analysis. (A) The x-axis shows each 

chromosome in Mmul_8.0.1 containing LTR elements that post liftOver were found on a 

different chromosome in Mmul_10. The stacked colors above each Mmul_8.0.1 

chromosome represent the liftOver Mmul_10 chromosome in consecutive order, chr1 to 

chrX from bottom to top. Note the striking redistribution of LTR elements from chr2 in 

Mmul_8.0.1 to chr12 in Mmul_10, as shown in dark green. (B) LTR elements on 

unplaced (Un) chromosomes in Mmul_8.0.1 (n=7,430) are now placed on chromosomes 

in Mmul_10, distributed across all chromosomes. (C) Potentially full-length LTR 

elements presenting a differing chromosomal placement between the Mmul_8.0.1 and 

Mmul_10 assemblies. 
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Fig. S14. Schematic of evolutionary changes to the 5' UTR of the L1RS subfamily. 

Detailed view of representative nucleotide changes that lead to coverage drops in L1RS 

elements. In order to explore the exact sequence changes at each site, we took a 

representative random sample of ten L1RS2 instances in Mmul_10 and ten L1RS10 

instances in Rrox_v1 (note that the L1RS2 family evolved after the divergence of these 

two species, therefore there are no L1RS2 instances in Rrox_v1). Since these young 

families contain the changes that lead to the coverage drops at Sites 1, 2 and 3, we 

compared the sequences in these instances to that of the ancestral L1PA5 sequence. Our 

analysis shows L1RS elements in all OWMs experience the same 5' UTR changes at Site 

1, which consists of a small deletion and multiple substitutions. All OWMs also show 

evidence for a small 11 bp deletion at Site 2; however, in Rrox_v1 a larger 24 bp deletion 

at the same site is more prevalent and appears to be Colobinae-specific. This larger 

deletion likely occurred after changes at Site 3 as well as the original 11 bp deletion. At 

Site 3, both Mmul_10 (and other Cercopithecinae) acquire a multitude of changes include 

insertions and deletions, while Rrox_v1 elements experience changes over a larger 

region. 
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Fig. S15. Macaque SNVs based on WGS and coverage. (A) The percent of genotypes 

(black) and cumulative percent of genotypes (yellow) covered at the given read coverage 

depth. (B) The read coverage depth averaged across SNVs for the 853 rhesus samples 

subjected to WGS. (C) The number of SNVs identified by sample. BCFtools 

(http://samtools.github.io/bcftools/bcftools.html#stats) were used to calculate statistics 

based on a GATK-generated VCF file and plot-vcfstats was used to generate graphs. 

http://samtools.github.io/bcftools/bcftools.html#stats
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Fig. S16. Macaque indels based on WGS and coverage. (A) The percent of genotypes 

(black) and cumulative percent of genotypes (yellow) covered at the given read coverage 

depth. (B) The read coverage depth averaged across indels for the 853 rhesus samples. 

(C) The number of indels identified by sample. BCFtools stats 

(http://samtools.github.io/bcftools/bcftools.html#stats) were used to calculate statistics 

based on a GATK-generated VCF file and plot-vcfstats was used to generate graphs. 
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Fig. S17. Genome-wide heterozygosity of US research colonies compared to the 

isolated Cayo Santiago population. Heterozygosity was calculated as (autosomal 

heterozygous SNV calls/ungapped autosomal assembly length) for each individual and 

then plotted separately for each research colony. The Cayo Santiago population shows 

relatively lower heterozygosity suggesting reduced diversity. 
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Fig. S18. Inbreeding coefficient estimates of US research colonies compared to the 

isolated Cayo Santiago population. Method-of-moments F inbreeding coefficient 

estimates were calculated with PLINK as (observed homozygous SNVs - expected 

homozygous SNVs) / (total called SNVs - expected homozygous SNVs) for each 

individual and then plotted separately for each research colony. The Cayo Santiago 

population shows relatively higher inbreeding coefficients suggesting reduced diversity. 
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Fig. S19. Estimated runs of homozygosity (ROH) as calculated by PLINK showing 

the distribution of ROH lengths per US research colony compared to the isolated 

Cayo Santiago population. The mean of run lengths per individual sample is used to 

characterize the distribution of ROH. The Cayo Santiago population shows relatively 

longer ROH mean lengths suggesting reduced diversity. 
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Fig. S20. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) decay of Indian macaques compared to 

human. We selected 411 unrelated Indian macaques and assessed the pattern of LD. We 

applied PopLDdecay (68) to calculate the correlation coefficient (R2) among pairwise 

SNVs and used the mean-bin method to plot the distance of LD decay among adjacent 

SNVs. As a comparison, we repeated the same analysis using human population data 

(399 African samples and 1 European sample). LD was estimated for pairwise SNVs 

within a window of 200 kbp. Among the Indian macaques, we estimate an average LD 

(r2 = 0.038) between SNVs and find that at an r2 = 0.1 the average distance between two 

SNVs is ~4.2 kbp.  
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Fig. S21. ADMIXTURE analysis of rhesus macaque populations. (A) ADMIXTURE 

analysis results based on SNVs identified from WGS data for K = 3, 6, and 8 (n = 853, 

SNVs = 14,128,568). K = 8 is the best model fitting to our data based on cross-validation 

experiments. Populations were clustered (dendogram) based on pairwise Fst matrix. The 

y-axis shows the proportions of the evolutionary clustering components. 

(B) ADMIXTURE analysis based on a LD pruning dataset for K=3, 6, 11 (n = 853, 

SNVs = 193,684). The K = 11 is the best model fitting to our data based on cross-

validation.
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Fig. S22. ADMIXTURE analysis based on down sampled rhesus macaque 

populations. Analysis is the same as Fig. S23 except populations from different centers 

were down sampled to be the same size. (A) ADMIXTURE analysis results for down 

sampled size dataset from K = 3, 6, 8 (n = 484, SNVs = 14,128,568). The K = 8 is the 

best model fitting to our data by cross-validation. (B) ADMIXTURE analysis results for 

the down sampled LD pruning dataset from K = 3, 6 (n = 484, SNVs = 193,684). The 

K = 6 is the best model fitting to our data by cross-validation. Note: SNPRC, NEPRC, 

and other groups are not represented. 
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Fig. S23. Venn diagram of homozygous likely gene-disruptive (LGD) variants 

among rhesus macaque research centers. Singleton LGD variants from each of the five 

primate centers previously described in the main text were removed. 
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Fig. S24. The frequency of predicted protein-altering variants by gene. Histogram of SNV 

counts per gene per base for (A) missense variants in all orthologous genes (n = 17,828) and 

(B) missense variants in genes associated with NDDs (n = 187), (C) LGD variants for all genes, 

and (D) LGD variants in NDD genes. 
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Fig. S25. Distribution of macaque missense variants based on intolerance to 

mutation. Missense counts per base plotted by pLI and missense mutations (mis_z) in 

humans: (A) All genes, (B) NDD gene set is based on the union of (32) and (33), and 

(C) NDD gene set is based on the intersection of (32) and (33). Duplicated genes are 

excluded. Genes with normalized counts >= 0.005 are highlighted.  
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Fig. S26. Distribution of macaque LGD variants based on intolerance to mutation. 

LGD counts per base plotted by pLI and missense mutations (mis_z) in humans: (A) All 

genes, (B) NDD gene set is based on the union of (32) and (33), and (C) NDD gene set is 

based on the intersection of (32) and (33). Duplicated genes are excluded. Genes with 

normalized counts >= 0.005 are highlighted. 
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Figure S27. Shared and unique SVs in the reference genomes of Indian 
(Mmul_10) and Chinese (rheMacS) rhesus macaques. 
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Fig. S28. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) of the Mmul_10 genome and other 

rhesus macaque samples. The PCA plot was generated by Primus depicting the genetic 

relationship of the new reference (Mmul_10) to other macaques. AG07107 DNA 
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corresponding to Mmul_10 was used to construct an Illumina short-read library. The 

library was sequenced to ~30X depth on an Illumina X10 instrument. All sequences were 

aligned to Mmul_10 and GATK was used to call SNVs. The gVCF file includes 

AG07107, Mmul_10 reference animal, and 853 rhesus macaques sequenced in this study. 

All individuals are known to be either Indian or Chinese origin, and they are associated 

with eight different research colonies. We selected out the SNVs with GATK score 

>10,000, which produced >14.2 million SNVs for PCA. In panels A and B we show 

genetic relatedness values for all macaques and only those in US research colonies, 

respectively.  
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Fig. S29. Chromosome karyotype of Mmul_10 reference macaque. We evaluated a 

female rhesus macaque skin fibroblast cell line (AG07107; MMU) for karyotype 

structure. This cell line was not transformed, taken at two years of age, and was received 

at passage 4. AG07107 confluent cells were karyotyped at the Oregon Health and Science 

University karyotyping lab. Twenty metaphase cells were examined and ten metaphases 

were karyotyped. All metaphases appeared normal (female 42, XX).  
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Fig. S30. Schematic of the sequence variant calling pipeline for rhesus macaque 

research populations. The variant calling pipeline was applied to samples from 853 

rhesus macaques to generate gVCF files. The variant hard filter parameters applied are 

described at https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/documentation/article?id=11097. 

Allele balance was calculated as ref/(ref+alt) across samples with heterozygous 

genotypes and variants with values between 0.2-0.8 retained. 
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Captions for Tables S1 to S29 

 

Table S1. Sequence sources for de novo assembly and population analyses of the rhesus 

macaque genome. 

 

Table S2. Summary of MHC Class I and II annotated genes in Mmul_10. 

 

Table S3. Summary of assembled KIR genes as annotated in Mmul_10. 

 

Table S4. A comparison of possible misorientation events detected by Strand-seq in 

Mmul_10 compared to Mmul_8.0.1. 

 

Table S5. Summary of Mmul_10 inversions that remain in the assembly. 

 

Table S6. Summary of the BUSCO gene completeness analysis. 

 

Table S7. Representative gene annotation metrics for sequenced OWM genomes and 

human. 

 

Table S8. The total counts of annotated ncRNAs by type for assembled rhesus macaque 

genomes using the NCBI pipeline. 

 

Table S9. The number of annotated ncRNAs missing by type for assembled rhesus 

macaque genomes using human ncRNA alignments and the CAT workflow. 

 

Table S10. Ensembl gene annotations expanded in humans/collapsed in the rhesus 

macaque genome. 

 

Table S11. Ensembl gene annotations expanded in rhesus macaque compared to human. 

 

Table S12. Rhesus macaque Iso-Seq data used for characterization of gene annotation. 

 

Table S13. Summary of split gene mappings using CAT processing of Ensembl gene 

annotation. 

 

Table S14. Novel exon discovery in rhesus macaque using Iso-Seq mapping and CAT 

gene annotation. 

 

Table S15. Summary of detected Mmul_10 assembly collapses using SDA. 

 

Table S16. Summary of RepeatMasker characterization of the rhesus macaque assemblies 

Mmul_8.0.1 and Mmul_10. 

 

Table S17. Total variant counts by type for the reference and population animals. 
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Table S18. Most severe indel VEP consequences based on merged Ensembl and RefSeq 

gene models. The consequences are ordered by severity as estimated by Ensembl.  

 

Table S19. Summary of SNV characterization among genes associated with 

neurodevelopment. 

 

Table S20. A summary of all LGD homozygous SNVs across 853 macaques. 

 

Table S21. Total counts of SVs in the rheMacS Chinese and Mmul_10 Indian macaque 

genomes using independent callers. 

 

Table S22. The number of annotated SVs among Chinese and Indian macaque 

populations that are predicted to alter gene structure. 

 

Table S23. Summary of FISH validation of rhesus macaque segmental duplications. 

 

Table S24. Rhesus macaque assembly comparisons for GEPHI Alu output. 

 

Table S25. Rhesus macaque assembly comparisons for GEPHI LINE output. 

 

Table S26. Summary of rhesus macaque populations sampled by research center. 

 

Table S27. A Welch two-sample t-test comparing Cayo Santiago island to other Indian 

macaques. 

 

Table S28. ncRNA classification by rhesus macaque assembly position with coverage 

and identity based on human ncRNA alignments. 

 

Table S29. List of human BAC clones used to validate detected assembly inversions in 

Mmul_10 compared to Mmul_8.0.1. 

 

Captions for Database S1 

Database S1 contains various results associated with the specific analysis of repeat types 

and their sequence coordinate transitions between rhesus macaque assemblies.  

 

Worksheet repeat content length provides the total estimated length of each repeat type 

for both Mmul_10 and Mmul_8.0.1 assemblies.  

 

Worksheet Lineage-specific Alu counts provides numbers of total Alu elements in 

Mmul_8.0.1 and Mmul_10 as well as non-truncated, full-length, Alu family members. 

 

Worksheet COSEG Alu subfamilies RM provides RepeatMasker output for ascertained 

Alu subfamilies from Mmul_8.0.1 and Mmul_10. 
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Worksheet COSEG LINE1 subfamilies RM provides RepeatMasker output for 

ascertained LINE1 subfamilies from Mmul_8.0.1 and Mmul_10. 

 

Worksheet L1 10 to 8 liftover failed provides liftover coordinates of full-length L1s that 

are present in Mmul_10 but absent in Mmul_8.0.1. 

 

Worksheet Alu 10 to 8 liftover failed provides liftover coordinates of full-length Alu 

repeants that are present in Mmul_10 but absent in Mmul_8.0.1. 

 

Worksheet LTR 10 to 8 liftover failed provides liftover coordinates of full-length Alu 

repeants that are present in Mmul_10 but absent in Mmul_8.0.1. 

 

Description of Repeat Sequences Database 

Database Repeat Sequences are a collection of annotated repeat sequences classified in 

the rhesus macaque genome assemblies and is available for download online. 
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